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A Brief Review of Recent Evolution in Process 
Theory

Amy Mindell, Fall 2002

About six months ago, it dawned on me that
the process theory that I had learned for so
many years, and which has been so helpful to
me in working with others, and myself, was in
the midst of expansion. Even though I knew in
my heart that the foundation of Process Work,
its practice and theory, is in continual flux and
growth, my linear mind has held fast to what I
had learned and assumed that it would stay as it
always had been. 

However, over the past few years a significant
expansion and deepening of process theory has
arisen. I believe it began about five years ago
when Arny returned to his studies of theoreti-
cal physics. (During the 1960s he received his
master’s degree at MIT and then went on to
study at the ETH, the technical institute in
Zurich.) Recently, Arny focused most specifi-
cally on quantum physics, and particularly the
ideas surrounding the quantum wave func-
tion—the basic pattern behind matter that can
be formulated mathematically but cannot be
seen directly. He discovered that the quantum
wave is not only a mathematical construct but
is something that can be experienced by becom-
ing aware of our most subtle or sentient experi-
ences. He developed these ideas in Quantum
Mind and Dreaming While Awake and he and I
have further developed these ideas experien-
tially in our seminars over the past few years.1

In this article, I will attempt to outline some
beginning thoughts about the way in which
these recent studies have expanded process
theory and how this new realm is linked with,

and fundamental to, earlier theory and
concepts. 

Where Have We Been?

Signals
Until now, my understanding of process

theory has involved the study of such elements
as awareness, signals, sensory-oriented channels,
primary and secondary processes, double
signals, edges, the process of amplification and
unfolding.2 

I have understood signals to refer to bits of
information such as body movements and
gestures, images that we see, sounds that we
hear, feelings in our bodies, and so on. These
are signals that: 

• persist;
• tend to repeat;
• can be formulated in words;
• are dualistic, meaning that there are separate

parts in relationship to other parts 
and polarities ;

• are channel-oriented—they are experi-
enced through various sensory channels;

• are closer to, or further away from, our
momentary identity.

Some of these signals are consensual and
others are non-consensual. 

Consensual signals can be observed or spoken
about, captured on a video or measured in a
doctor’s office, and most people will agree or
consent that they exist. They are “real” according
to a given culture. Body gestures that can be seen
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and spoken about are aspects of this genre of
signals as well as body symptoms and body
experiences that can be measured or observed. 

Non-consensual signals include the dreamlike
aspects of our experiences that last long enough
to be spoken about and described, yet will not
be agreed or consented upon as “real” by
others. Such signals include dream images, the
subjective feeling of someone poking me in the
stomach, the internal voice of a critic, etc. 

An interesting situation occurs when we
consider a double signal. A double signal refers
to the situation when two divergent signals
occur simultaneously. One signal I identify
with and another signal, the double signal, I do
not identify with. For example, in a relation-
ship situation, I can turn toward you and tell
you that I want to relate. My body signal of
turning toward you and my spoken words are
primary signals that are close to my momentary
identity. At the same time, my eyes focus
downward as I’m talking, indicating that
another process is trying to happen. This signal
is secondary, different from my primary inten-
tion, and therefore further from my momentary
identity. 

In this case, the consensual signals include
my turning toward and talking to the other
person, as well as my eyes looking downward
(because we can observe and speak about all of
these signals). However, there is a dreamlike,
non-consensual aspect of the double signal. If I
unfold this signal of my eyes looking down-
ward, I might experience this as going into a
cave and becoming very meditative. Others will
not necessarily agree on this subjective descrip-
tion of my experience. Similarly, if I have a
pain in my stomach, allopathic medicine can
measure the amount of acid in my stomach and
say that I have an acid stomach or gastro esoph-
ageal reflux. This is the consensual aspect of
this signal. However, there is simultaneously a
non-consensual, dreamlike aspect of that stom-
ach pain that I might experience as an immense
fire that is burning up everything that stops me
from diving into my creativity! 

The study of the types of signals just
mentioned has been central to process theory
over the years. 

Pre-Signals
Now, let me turn to the expansion of process

theory. Arny’s studies of the immeasurable
quantum wave function that exists prior to
matter pointed toward yet another type of signal.
He began to wonder what type of signals we
might experience before they become “mate-
rial” or clearly defined: that is, before they
persist and can be spoken about in words. His
intuition led him to discover subtle signals or
pre-signals.3

Pre-signals can be experienced as subtle
tendencies that occur before they can be verbal-
ized and include a slight tendency to move
before actually moving, vague intuitions, and
very subtle feelings. These pre-signals, or
sentient experiences as he called them, are like
seeds from which more overt signals and expe-
riences arise. In other words, as these sentient
experiences arise they begin to break up into
parts and polarities and express themselves in
more stable form and through the various
channels. Generally, we notice these subtle
signals only later when they have manifested in
more overt and persistent signals. 

The signals in this new realm are: 

• subtle; 
• non-consensual (people will not agree upon

these experiences); 
• fleeting; 
• cannot quite be verbalized; 
• non-dualistic, meaning that there is an expe-

rience of oneness without polarities or parts; 
• pre-channel oriented, meaning that they

occur prior to expression through any sen-
sory-oriented channel.

Arny showed that this interpretation of the
quantum wave function as a subtle layer of
experience prior to the material world has been
described by many peoples throughout time.
For example, there is the Aboriginal Australian
concept of the “Dreaming” which lies behind
and gives birth to the physical world and the
Taoist concept of “The Tao that can’t be said”
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which is the mother of all things. Spiritual
traditions might call it the oneness, the spirit,
the sense of wholeness. Arny called this whole
realm of experience the Essence or Sentient
Essence. Of course, because this sentient area
cannot really be formulated in words, any
description is not quite correct. At best,
descriptions merely point toward these immea-
surable experiences. 

Precursors of the Sentient Essence

Before going further with theoretical
connections, I would like to reflect on the
possibility that the sentient realm has existed in
Process Work previously but has not been
directly delineated. I intuited that it must have
been present in some form because my experi-
ence of sentience has felt so utterly fundamen-
tal to my understanding of process. Here are
some beginning thoughts about possible
precursors. 

Process: The very concept of process means
that there is a constant flow of experience,
continual change. Process includes the flow
between the Tao that can be said and the Tao
that cannot be said. The Tao that cannot be said
is the basis of all process, the creative well from
which all things flow. 

The Dreaming Process and the Dreambody: I
believe that Arny’s original concept of the
dreaming process is one early description of the
essence. Though much of my training has
focused on the signals that can be seen and
spoken about, I have always known that they
emanate from the deep and ever-creative
dreaming process: a deep and mysterious
pattern that ultimately manifests through vari-
ous channels and signals that we can identify
and experience. In addition, Arny’s concept of
the Dreambody4 was a pioneering concept that
pointed toward the subtle realm that lies behind
physical experiences. 

Irreducible Experience: Many years ago, Arny
spoke of the “irreducible” experience (Mindell
and Mindell, 1992: 68-70) as a moment when
our primary and secondary experiences disap-
pear or merge and we are simply in the flow of
process. At that moment there are no longer
polarities but instead an experience of oneness.

Arny said, “Something is irreducible when you
can’t dissect it further into its parts without
destroying it” (Mindell and Mindell, 1992: 68).
This hinted toward the realm of the essence
and non-duality. Many years ago, I developed a
flow chart that alluded to this irreducible expe-
rience, showing that once we enter into a
primary process, then a secondary one and so
on, all differentiable processes collapse into a
single, unified experience. 

Spiritual Channel: There was a particular span
of time in which we spoke about a “spiritual”
channel. No one really knew exactly what that
meant, but I think it was an early sense of the
sentient realm. The spiritual channel referred to
experiences people had that they could not
easily formulate in words or in terms of any of
the known sensory-oriented channels. People
spoke of a connection with the spirit, of an all-
encompassing feeling of unity, which took
them beyond polarities. 

Coma Work: Though not directly spoken
about until recently, Coma Work has always
relied on the ability of the helper to connect to
the sentient and deep trance state experiences
of the comatose person. The helper focuses
upon those signals that can be observed as well
as the subtle tendencies that occur before the
expression of facial grimaces, hand motions,
images, etc. Since many people in coma,
particularly those who have suffered from brain
injury, do not have the internal connections to
express themselves outwardly, connection with
these earliest tendencies is crucial for commu-
nication, support, and rehabilitation.5

Ancestors in Psychology and Spirituality: Many
of Process Work’s psychological ancestors
hinted toward the sentient realm in such
concepts as Jung’s unconscious and Freud’s
subconscious. Later transpersonal psychology
steered psychology toward the sentient realm as
it attempted to focus on a person’s capacity to
go beyond the ego and focus on a more spiri-
tual or transcendent state.6 Authentic move-
ment approached this realm by focusing on the
sense of “being moved.”7

Many spiritual disciplines important to
Process Work’s lineage also point toward the
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sentient realm, as in Zen’s focus on the realm of
“no mind” or “creative mind,” Taoism’s focus
on the “Tao that cannot be said,” and many
meditation and mystical practices that focus on
a sense of oneness and the origin and flow of
experience. Shamanism is crucial to the
sentient realm because of its focus on trance
states and experiences extending beyond ordi-
nary space and time. 

Map of Realities

In order to place some of the new and earlier
theoretical concepts together into a larger
context, I will draw on Arny’s map (below) of
the various levels of reality.8 This map helps us
to see where the essence lies relative to other
areas that we have focused upon until now.

Consensus Reality is, once again, the
everyday reality that most people consent to,
the doings of our world, the consensual aspect
of body symptoms and the signals that can be
spoken about and agreed upon. These experi-
ences are consensual and dualistic.

Dreamland includes dreamlike experiences
and signals that persist such as images from our
dreams, our subjective experiences of our
symptoms, like a feeling there is a vise pressing
my head, the feeling of someone poking me in
the stomach, and the subjective experiences of
our double signals, such as eyes looking down
being the beginning of going into a cave and
meditating. These experiences are non-consen-
sual and dualistic. 

Until recently, process theory has focused
mainly on these two realms. 

The Essence level is the realm of subtle
tendencies that occur before they can be verbal-
ized such as a tendency to move before moving.
Experiences here are the seed, or core, of an
experience from which the other realms of
Consensus Reality and Dreamland arise. This is
a non-consensual area and experiences here are
subtle, fleeting, and cannot be verbalized. 

Arny speaks about experiences in this realm
as being beyond ordinary space and time and
“non-local.” When we experience this sentient
realm it takes us out of the world of duality and
brings us to a deep, eternal, or cosmic aspect of
ourselves that we frequently only experience in
deep meditation, during ecstatic states, in near
death experiences, or sometimes through the
use of drugs or addictive substances. 

Just above the Essence level we find the area
of flirts. Flirts are the first way in which the
essence world arises. The essence world appears
as quick, flickering nonverbal sensations, visual
flirts, moods, and hunches. Such experiences
occur very rapidly, for example, when our
attention is caught for a split second by the
brilliant color of a flower. These flirt-like expe-
riences are of such brief duration that we
normally do not hold on to them long enough
to help them unfold and come into conscious-
ness. They are fleeting and non-consensual. 

Flirts lie between the dual and non-dual
worlds. They are dualistic because we see them.
However, when we get close to them and
reflect upon them, we have the experience of
becoming one with them (non-dualistic).9 

Edges and Marginalization
Another concept that has been crucial to

process theory is the edge. The edge refers to
the boundary of our known world, the gateway
between our primary and secondary processes.
The edge therefore is allied with the world of
duality and its various parts in the lands of
Consensus Reality and Dreamland. 

Once we enter the realms of the essence and
flirts we need an additional term. Arny intro-
duced the concept of marginalization referring
to the very subtle process of marginalizing

Consensus Reality

Dreamland

Process theory until now
Expansion of the Theory

Flirts

Essence 
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sentient and flirt-like experiences before they
arise in everyday awareness.10

Attention
The addition of the flirt and essence levels of

experience necessitates further differentiation
and expansion of the concept of “attention”
which refers to the realm that we focus upon.
There are three types of attention that accom-
pany the above map. 

• The first attention focuses on consensus real-
ity, the doings of our world and consensual
signals. 

• The second attention, as described by Don
Juan in the Castaneda books, focuses on
dreamland, i.e., non-consensual phenom-
ena. Until now, Process Work has focused
on these two aspects of our attention, which
together constitute what Arny calls “Con-
sciousness.” Consciousness requires a certain
amount of clarity and exactness in order to
notice signals, to differentiate parts, and help
these experiences unfold. 

• The third attention has to do with what Arny
calls “lucid attention,” which means the
ability to notice subtle tendencies and pre-
signals in the flirt and essence realms. Lucid
attention requires a foggy or empty mind
that is cloudy enough to notice and nurture
subtle experiences. 

Parallel Worlds and Hyperspaces
There are a few other concepts from quan-

tum physics that are crucial to understand these
various levels of experience. A most helpful
concept is parallel worlds. Simply stated, the
parallel worlds concept means that a multiplic-
ity of worlds exist simultaneously, but that we
generally tend to focus only on one while over-
looking the rest. 

Parallel worlds theory implies that we can
move from any of these levels of experience to
the others. For example, if we start with an
experience in Consensus Reality, we can ask
ourselves about the essence of that experience.
If we begin with early sentient experiences in
Essence realm we can observe how these
tendencies naturally unfold creativity into
Dreamland and Consensus Reality. 

The concept of hyperspaces in physics is very
closely associated with parallel worlds. A hyper-
space is a dimension. Quantum physics tells us
that if we are stuck in one dimension, we can
go to another dimension to find the solution. If
we cannot untie a knot in three dimensions,
add a fourth. Psychologically, if we are stuck in
Consensus Reality with a problem, go to
Dreamland. If that doesn’t help, we can always
go to the Essence. 

The Intentional Field

During the past few years, Arny and I have
explored many aspects of the Essence and Flirt
realms in our seminars on Lucid Dreaming,
Stone Songs, Quantum Medicine and most
recently, Big Medicine. When we started to
explore this realm experientially, I felt like I was
coming home. It was as if I had always lived
very close to this sentient world but had never
had the words to identify or understand it. Yet,
I know now that it has always been the ground
from which I understood my world as a child
and now in my adulthood and has been the
basis of my creativity in, and love for, music, art
and dance. I have always felt moved by invisible
forces and feelings that I could not identify but
which surrounded and propelled me.

In our Big Medicine seminar we focused on
a specific aspect of the Essence world called the
intentional field. The intentional field is a term
Arny used to re-interpret the quantum wave
function.11 Simply stated, the intentional field is
like a mysterious field that is moving us, like a
magnetic field that organizes and guides us
through life; a guiding wave that is invisible and
immeasurable. We often experience this inten-
tional field near death when it expresses itself
most fully, though this intentional field has
always been there, subtly moving and influenc-
ing our lives. The intentional field can be
understood as our immortal self that influences,
yet goes beyond, our personal lifetimes. 

Arny gave me an analogy to understand the
relationship between the Essence and the
intentional field and the other realms of experi-
ence. He said the Essence is the name for the
general area of sentient experiences. It can be
envisaged as the moon in the sky. The inten-
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tional field, then, can be imagined as the gravi-
tational field that pulls on the waves of the
ocean. We see its effect on the water but we
cannot see it directly. It is invisible yet palpable.
The waves symbolize the way in which the
intentional field arises in Dreamland, and
Consensus Reality could be understood as a
boat sailing on top of the water. 

One of the best ways to experience the force
and intention of the intentional field is to sit on
the end of your chair. Notice the slightest
tendency to move, but don’t move yet. Notice
that tendency, stay close to it. Finally let this
tendency unfold through your body into
movement and begin to express itself in images,
sounds or words; perhaps it will spontaneously
explain its meaning to you.

LEVELS OF EXPERIENCE

Level CR/NCR Dual/Non Signals PW Concepts Methods

CONSENSUS REALITY

Everyday reality, “real” part 
of symptoms (i.e., blood 
pressure, headache, acid 
stomach —consensual names 
and measures) signals and 
CR part of double signal, 
i.e., eyes down while relating

CR

Consented upon, 
people will agree 
about these expe-
riences

Dualistic 
parts

Persist, can be 
formulated in 
words and 
observed

Signals, sensory 
grounded info, 
double signals, 
primary and sec-
ondary, channels, 
consciousness 

Awareness, obser-
vation of signals, 
amplification, 
unfolding, edges

DREAMLAND

Dream figures, dreamlike 
aspects of symptoms (i.e., 
stabbing pain in head, fire in 
stomach) subjective experi-
ence like “I feel spacey,” 
dreamlike aspect of double 
signals i.e., eyes down expe-
rienced as going into a cave 

NCR

Not consented 
upon. People will 
not agree on 
these experiences

Dualistic 
parts

Persist long 
enough to be 
formulated in 
words, often 
repeat, incom-
plete, secondary

Same as above, 
incomplete, sec-
ondary signals, 
unoccupied chan-
nels, edges, con-
sciousness

Same as above

FLIRT

Flickering, non verbal sensa-
tions or “flirts,” that catch 
our attention

NCR
Not consented 
upon

Between 
dual and 
non dual 
worlds 

Flickering sig-
nals, persist long 
enough to 
notice but very 
quick and fleet-
ing

Marginalization
Flirts 
Lucidity
Pre-signal

Foggy mind, 
catching a flirt and 
going to essence 
and letting it 
unfold

Level CR/NCR Dual/Non Signals PW Concepts Methods

ESSENCE

Pre-signals, subtle tendencies 
and vague intuitions that 
can’t be verbalized = Inten-
tional field, quantum wave, 
pilot wave, guiding wave, 
Dreaming, Tao that can’t be 
said, Oneness, immortal self, 
Mu, golden flower seed, 
sentient essence 

NCR
Not consented or 
agreed upon 

Non dual 
No parts

Pre-signals, sub-
tle, can’t be for-
mulated or 
verbalized, invis-
ible and immea-
surable, 
nonlocal, pre-
channel, ground 
from which 
ordinary signals 
in dreamland 
and consensus 
reality arise 

Marginalization
Pre-signals
Tendencies
Lucidity 

Subtle movement 
tendencies, slow 
movement and 
micro movements 
to get to the 
essence of experi-
ences, coma work, 
asking what was 
there before the 
experience was so 
big
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Summary

Obviously, there is a great deal to explore
about this sentient realm and the expansion of
process theory. I hope these initial thoughts
inspire all of us to learn ever more about this
fascinating body of theory. In summary, I have
offered the chart above to draw some of these
ideas and concepts together.12 I hope it will be
useful to you in connecting the past with the
present, and evolving future.

Notes

1. Arnold Mindell, Quantum Mind, 2000 and Dreaming 
While Awake, 2001. 

2. See Arny’s Working with the Dreaming Body and River’s 
Way, my Metaskills, and Joe Goodbread’s Dreambody 
Toolkit.

3. See Quantum Mind, Dreaming While Awake and The 
Dreammaker’s Apprentice.

4. Dreambody: The Body’s Role in Revealing the Self.

5. See my Coma: A Healing Journey and Arny’s, Coma: The 
Dreambody Near Death. 

6. See Roger Walsh and Frances Vaughan’s Beyond Ego: 
Transpersonal Dimensions in Psychology. 

7. See for example Authentic Movement: Essays by Marty 
Starks-Whitehouse, Janet Adler and Joan Chodorow.

8. For much more on this map and following concepts, 
see Arny’s Dreaming While Awake and Quantum Mind 
on hyperspaces and parallel worlds. 

9. Arny describes this process of reflection (which can also 
be found mathematically in the quantum wave for-
mula) in Quantum Mind Chapter 8, Dreaming While 
Awake Chapter 6, and The Dreammaker’s Apprentice, 
74-76.

10. See Arny’s discussion on Buddhism in Dreaming While 
Awake, Chapter 4. 

11. See Arny’s upcoming book, The Force of Dreaming.

12. This chart expands upon Arny’s chart in The Dream-
maker’s Apprentice 39. 
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